GEN
All titles in A classification

APPAL (Kit will be adding this code soon)
No specific LC Class; Anything having to do with Appalachian Studies

KM-AFAM
For Black World Studies.
LC Class: Mostly E185 right now, but I am having Kit adjust this fund code so that all interdisciplinary African-American Studies stuff hits it too. So really anything having to do with BWS should go here.

KM-ART
Visual Arts, Architecture, Photography, Crafts.
LC Class: N, TR, TT

KM-CJ
Criminal Justice.
LC Class: HV6001-HV9960, KF9201-KF9827

KM-ED
Education. Education Law
LC Class: L, KF4101-KF4269

KM-FSW
Family Studies, Social Work.
LC Class: HQ, HV697-HV1441

KM-LIB
Library Science and professional materials.
LC Class Z

KM-LOW
Low priority weird stuff in my call number ranges.
HS-HT400

KM-POLS
Political Science.
LC Class J, HX

KM-PSY
Psychology
LC Class BF
KM-SOC
Sociology
LC Class: HM, HN

KM-WS (Kit will be adding this code soon)
Women’s Studies.
LC Class: HV1442-1448, interdisciplinary (as above for AFAM) anything for Women’s Studies

MS-ANTH
Anthropology. LC Class: GN

MS-COMP
Computer Science. LC Class: QA75-76, TK 5101-7017

MS-GEO
Geography. LC Class: G, GA, GB, GC, GD, GE, GF

MS-H
Social Sciences (General), Statistics, Economic History and Theory, Industries, Transportation and Communication, Commerce, Finance, Public Finance, Marketing
LC Class: H-HJ

MS-HIST C
Auxiliary Sciences of History: Archaeology, Genealogy, Biography
LC Class: C-CT

MS-HIST D
World History and History of Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia, New Zealand
LC Class: D

MS-HIST E
American History. Except African American History (Krista: E 184.5-185.98)

MS-HIST F
U.S. Regional & Local History; Canada, Latin America, Caribbean area, South America
LC Class: F

MS-LAW
Law. LC Class: KF

MS-MIL
Military Science. LC Class: U
Naval Science. LC Class: V

PW-AMLIT
American Literature titles – fiction and nonfiction. LC Class: PS
PW-BRITLIT
British Literature titles – fiction and nonfiction. LC Class: PR

PW-GEN LIT
General Literature titles, includes film & television studies, journalism. LC Classes: PN & PZ

PW-GEN SCI
General Science titles, including mathematics. LC Class: Q, QA – excluding QA 75-76

PW-GR-GV
Folklore, manners & customs, recreation & leisure, LC Classes: GR, GT, GV

PW-LANG
Language titles, includes linguistics, classical languages & literature, modern languages & literature. LC Classes: P, PA, PB, PC, PD, PE, PF, PG, PH, PJ, PK, PL, PM, PQ, PT

PW-LIFESCI
Life science titles, including natural history, botany, zoology, human anatomy & physiology, microbiology, and agriculture. LC Classes: QH, QK, QL, QM, QP, QR, S

PW-MED
Medical titles, including nursing. LC Class: R

PW-MUSIC
Music titles. LC class M

PW-PHIL
Philosophy titles, including logic, ethics, and aesthetics. LC Classes: B, BC, BD, BH, BJ

PW-PHYSICI
Physical science titles, including astronomy, physics, chemistry, and geology. LC Classes: QB, QC, QD, QE

PW-REL
Religion titles, including witchcraft, mythology, major religions, and theology. LC Classes, BF??, BL, BM,BP, BQ, BR, BS, BT, BV, BX

PW-TECH
Technology titles, including engineering, manufacturing, and home economics. LC Class T – excluding TK 5101-7017, TK 7885-7895, TR, TT